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BASIC USE OF MULTIPLIERS
st

st

C was born on the 1 June 1975. He was injured on the 1 December 2009. The trial is on 1
December 2010.

st

He can work still as a brick layer but now he is part-time. The medical reports agree that he will not be
able to work beyond 55.
One of his injuries was to his right ankle and the experts have agreed that he will need orthotics, for
life which will cost him about £75 each year and he will also need to visit the specialist for remeasurement every 3 years for the next 30 years at a cost of £100 per visit.
He would have retired at 65.
For these purposes ignore “contingencies other than mortality”.
1. Which of the Ogden Tables would you use to find the appropriate multipliers?
[Because you are dealing with a future loss, always advise your client about Periodical
Payment Orders]
C will be 35½ at trial so interpolation between ages 35 and 36 is required. The rate of return is
set at 2.5%.
Table 1 – Loss for life: [27.5 +27.18] ÷2 =

27.34

Table 5 – Earnings to age 55: [15.53+14.92] ÷2 =

15.225

Table 9 – Earnings to age 65: [20.53+20.05] ÷2 =

20.29

Table 21 – Loss of pension from age 65: [6.98+7.13] ÷2 =

7.055

Table 28 – Term certain: 30 years =

21.19

NB, given retirement would have been at 66 it is necessary to interpolate between tables,
hence use of two tables is required for earnings and pension – see below.
2. What multiplier do you arrive at for his loss of earnings claim?
Loss of earnings from 35½ to 65 = [20.53+20.05] ÷2 =

20.29

Loss of earnings from 35½ to 55 = [15.53+14.92] ÷2 =

15.225

3. What multiplier do you arrive at for his cost of orthotics claim?
Loss for life [27.5 +27.18] ÷2 =

27.34
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4. What multiplier do you arrive at for his cost of measurement claim?
(a) [simple calculation]
Work out “annual” cost i.e. ⅓ x £100 per annum for measurement. Then simply apply
Table 28 to the term of 30 years as above.
£33.33 x 21.19 = £706.26
(b) [periodic multiplier – Table A5]
n = 30 years, 2.5% table, frequency =3
Multiplier = 6.81
£100 x 6.81 = £681
Observations:
(i)

Method (a) is:
simpler and gives a higher figure!
routinely accepted in equipment claims;
uses a multiplier (as opposed to a fixed number of years) so is amenable for
life calculations or calculations to a particular age where the table easily
produce a multiplier.

(ii)

Method (b) is:
more accurate;
and therefore more appropriate in higher value claims; and
complex if not based on fixed years but a multiplier where mortality needs to
be accounted for (see paras 9 and 10 of the notes to Table A5).

(iii)

In particularly high value cases (falling short of PPO) the discount for accelerated
receipt for each individual payment would be calculated separately in order to
account for (a) the time in the year when the payment would be made and (b) death
falling between payments at the end of life.

5. How do you calculate the multiplier for his loss of pension?
(a) Work out the reduced amount of his net annual pension loss from age 65 (e.g. £5000
p.a.).
(b) Use the multiplier from Table 21 as above. 7.055 x £5000 = £35,275.
Observations:
(i)

What if the retirement age was 66?
See paras 13 & 14 of the Notes to the Ogden Tables: interpolation is
required. The calculation is complicated but simply work through the steps in
the guidance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

R = 66; A = 65; B = 70
A = (35.5 + 65 - 66) = 34.5
M = (34.5 from T21 = 6.98 + 6.83 ÷2 = 6.90
B = (35.5 + 70- 66) = 39.5
N = 39.5 from T23 = 5.59 + 5.47 ÷2 = 5.53
(70 – 66) x 6.9 + (66 - 65) x 5.53 ÷ [(70 - 66) + (66 - 65)] = 6.63
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Simple, but less accurate alternative: take the interpolative figures from
Tables 21 & 23 (i.e. 7.05 & 5.09). The difference is 1.96 which is an annual
figure of 0.39; subtract that from the lower, Table 21 figure - 7.05 - 0.39 =
6.66.
Now assume that his right ankle injury was much more serious, so that he is unable to walk
very far without having to rest; he cannot stand for long periods (more than 15 minutes) and is
in pain. He is about to undergo an arthodesis, which will fuse his ankle and mean that he can
walk almost normally, and stand without pain.
6. How do you assess the discount for “contingencies other than mortality”?
(a) Look up (paras 35 et seq. Notes to the Ogden Tables) the following:
Employment status: employed or not employed;
(here C was and will be employed)
Disability status: disabled/not disabled;
(here C was not disabled but now is disabled)
Educational attainment.
(here assume “O”)
(b) In calculating lost earnings it is necessary to calculate (i) what C would have earned and
then deduct (ii) what he will earn.
(c) So, in assessing what he would have earned use table A, 35-39, O, employed = 0.89.
(d) And in assessing what he will now earn,use table B, 35-39, O, employed = 0.39.
(e) The calculation incorporating contingencies other than mortality is therefore as follows:
Would have earned (say) £20,000 x 20.29 x 0.89 =

£361,162

Will earn (say) £10,000 x 15.225 x 0.39 =

£59,377

LESS
= £301,785

However, now assume that just before trial evidence emerges that there is a 75% chance that
he will be made redundant in the year after the trial. Assume that the Defendant agrees that he
qualifies for a “Smith v Manchester” payment to cover this risk.
7. Can the Ogden Tables assist with assessing such an award, and if so how?
The Claimant’s residual earning capacity was £10,000 x 15.225 x 0.39 = £59,377. However, if the
Claimant was out of work at trial his “contingencies other than mortality” would have been calculated
under table B as 35-39, O, Not employed = 0.2 thereby producing £10,000 x 15.225 x 0.2 = £30,340
some £28,927 less. So, if the differential between “employed” and “not employed” is £28,927 you can
argue that C should qualify for 75% of this differential in order to compensate him for the risk of
redundancy. 75% x £28,927 = £21,695.
Now assume that C died in the accident and the claim is being brought by his widow (aged 30
at his death). The post mortem revealed that C was otherwise healthy.
There are 2 children aged 6 and 3 at his death.
The widow did not work.
8. How do you calculate the multiplier for:
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a)

loss of financial dependency (we will ignore “contingencies other than
mortality”).;

b)

loss of services dependency (assuming he did nothing for his wife)?

Multipliers under the FAA 1976 must be calculated from the date of death (Cookson v Knowles [1976]
AC 556) rather than from the date of trial. C was 34.5 at his death.
a)

Consider the age of the relevant dependant. This is because the dependency will
only last for the lesser of the two periods: from death to when the deceased
would have provided the dependency; from death to when the dependant would
have been in receipt of that dependency. e.g. if the only dependant was a Widow
aged 50 then the multiplier for the deceased (@ 0%) would be 49.31, for the
widow would be 36.69 - therefore the dependency would only last for her lifetime.
In our scenario the crucial multiplier is that of the deceased. Because there is a
pension the multiplier will last for his lifetime. Facts & Figures can be confusing.
There are Life Tables based on historic data, a Life Table based on projected
mortality, and Tables 1 & 2 include mortality rates for the UK (i.e. including the
less favourable mortality of the Scots and Northern Irish).
Historic Table = 44.24 years (A3 - 44.72 + 43.77 ÷ 2).
“Expectation of Life Table” (next page in F&F) = 51.45.
T1 (@0% Male) = 49.31.
If use “life expectation” figure (51.45) then must apply Table 28 to that figure, to
take into account the so-called discount rate (for “accelerated receipt”) of 2.5% =
29.36. NB. This figure does not include the risk of mortality between death and
actual death and death but for the accident; it assumes survival to age 85. 95
(34.5 + 51.45). Cf. with Table 1 @ 2.5% for a 34.5 year old which is 27.67 where
“mortality - the risk of death - has been included.
The fun bit is in dividing it up into the various segments (because the
dependency changes):
1. death to trial, which effectively is treated as “past loss”;
2. from trial to the date when the youngest child ceases being dependant
(perhaps 16; 18; or after University; or 21?). If we assume to age 21 that
would have been a period of 17 years (21 - 4).
3. from that date to his expected retirement at age 66 which would have
been 31.5 (66 - 34.5)
4. from that date to his expected death, but for the accident.
We need to take the chronological time and covert that into a multiplier; so, the
total period is 51.45 years.

1.
2.
3.
4.

No. of years
1
17 (18 - a)
13.5 (31.5 - b)
19.95 (51.45 - c)
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T28
0.99
13.42 - 0.99 = 12.43
21.89 - 13.42 = 8.47
29.13 - 21.66 = 7.47
29.36

b)

His services for his children would have stopped when they reached 21.
Assume, for the sake of argument, that he provided an average of £100 when
there were two children at home and an average of £50 for the remaining child.

From death the period certain is 15 years for the older child and 17 years for the younger. The total
multiplier from T 28 is 13.88. Of the 17 years 15 would have been at £100, which is 88% of the time.
13.88 x 88% = 12.21 can be ascribed to the £100 and 1.67 to the £50.
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WHAT ABOUT CONTINGENCIES OTHER THAN MORTALITY?
Anyone (!) can pick a base multiplier from a table once they know how. However, there is a huge gap
between picking your base multiplier and predicting (a) how best to present and plead the claim and
(b) what you will actually be awarded.
The answer to these two questions is bound up in understanding:
(a) How the base multipliers are discounted for contingencies other than mortality (i.e. the
use of the Tables A,B,C and D of Ogden 6);
(b) The effect and practical consequences of a Claimant’s Educational Attainment;
(c) The effect and practical consequences of a Claimant’s Disability;
(d) The effect and practical consequences of a Claimant’s Employment Status.
The answers lie in:
(a) Knowing what the Odgen 6 introductory note provide;
(b) Understanding what has been going on, on the ground;
(c) Understanding the criticisms of some of the decisions made.
CASES AND TOPICS:
Educational Attainment
What if my client is only 16 and has not yet finished her education?
A v Powys Local Health Board [2007] EWHC 2996
Child Claimants – discount Table A/B to reflect risk of not attaining educational aspiration? Cf
para 41 Ogden Guidance. No discount.
Smith v East and North Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust [2008] EWHC 2234
Massive 40% (as opposed to Table C 13%) discount by Penry-Davy J. A v Powis not cited.
Contrary to Guidance? C’s claim poorly advanced? Claimant only 7 – led to conservative
approach?
Disability
What if my client has had an operation and is now completely better?
Conner v Bradman [2007] EWHC 2789
Disabled or not disabled? DDA 1995 guidance notes: disregard medical treatment or
correction carried out. Judge takes midpoint of 0.644 (0.49, 0.78). Cf Table B “D” discounts.
Criticism from Vass [2008] JPIL 154.
Garth v Grant and MIB LTL 17.7.2007
C clinically obese. D argues that “but for” earning capacity should use disabled discount. HHJ
Hickinbottom sticks to tables (C).
Leesmith v Evans [2008] EWHC 134
Employment consultants agreed that injured C had average residual earning capacity of
£10,000 pa. D seeks to apply table A discount (not disabled) of 0.82 (the disabled discount
being 0.54) because the multiplicand already accounted for disability. Judge agrees “in part”
and reduces discount to 0.60. NB average earnings avoided Blamire award.
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Employment status
What if my client is a woman in her 20’s and the Defendant says “you must make a discount to reflect
“the child –rearing years”?
A v Powys Local Health Board [2007] EWHC 2996
What about females and time off for children? – See para 41 Ogden Guidance. No discount.
What if my client is now not employed but “should be in employment”?
Hunter v MOD [2007] NIQB 43
Dispute over residual earning capacity. C disabled and unemployed. Therefore Table B
discount 0.2. If employed discount would have been 0.49. Judge hold “C should be in
employment by now” and appropriate discount multiplier is 0.4!
Leesmith v Evans [2008] EWHC 134
Employment consultants agreed that injured C had average residual earning capacity of
£10,000 pa. D seeks to apply table A discount (not disabled) of 0.82 (the disabled discount
being 0.54) because the multiplicand already accounted for disability. Judge agrees “in part”
and reduces discount to 0.60. NB average earnings avoided Blamire award.
What if at the accident my client was employed but historically his employment record was poor?
Huntley v Simmonds [2009] EWHC 405
C a bad boy – drugs, alcohol but sporadically employed as ground worker. Employed at time
of accident. Employed discount 0.89, unemployed discount 0.82. Underhill J awards
unemployed discount taking into account all factors.
Peters v East Midland SHA [2008] EWHC 778
The LA accommodation funding case. Appropriate discount 0.68. Butterfeild J increased
discount to 0.6 pre-trial and 0.5 post trial as C’s family background suggested a culture of
benefit reliance and incentive to find and keep work not strong. Argument for lower discounts
where C from hard-working family?
… or his employment record was very good…?
Hopkinson v MOD [2008] EWHC 699
Micheal Harvey QC reduced pre-injury discount from 0.81 to 0.9 on the basis that C had been
consistently in work throughout his career.
Ogden 6: the magic bullet – is Blamire dead?
Van Wees v Karkour [2007] EWHC 165
The dreaded Blamire award. However, £850,000 awarded.
Bullock v Atlas Ward Structures Ltd [2008] EWCA 194
“Merely because there are uncertainties about the future does not in itself justify a departure
from that well-established method. Judges should therefore be slow to resort to the broadbrush Blamire approach, unless they really have no alternative”
I have a Judge who is happy to tinker with discounts: how do I rein him in?
Visual analogue scale of discounts
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Handy articles:
A Quantum Update: Pushing Boundaries [2009] JPIL 140.
Ogden Six – Adjustments to Working Life Multipliers [[2009] JPIL 66.
Serious Personal Injury Litigation – A quantum update [2008] JPIL 109.
Discretion in the application of the new Odgen Six Multipliers [2008] JPIL 154.
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